
GREAT DBQ HAN CHINA AND ROMAN EMPIRE

In the Han and Roman empires, technology had the potential to elevate Excellent Han China's attitude toward
manufacturing and labor was.

The development of mass media along with unprecedented advances in transportation and communication,
due to innovative new technologies that came with industrial revolution, resulted to the formation of mass
audiences for propaganda, in all sectors and for different purposes. The lower-class would Reyes 4 probably
view technology as something essential and not just necessary like the upper-class since it makes them have
less labor. Therefore, both documents 3 and 4 analyze how people in the Han Dynasty thought that technology
was a gift that should be provided my enlightened officials. Topics The worldwide transition to globalization
Globalization if the process of integration and interconnectedness among economies. So, Romans had a clear
aesthetic attitude towards their technology and believed how both the function and the form were important
factors. This way the reader can interpret the difference in the social stratification in Rome and how the
lower-class would disagree with the upper-class since technology benefits them the most. It is important to
note, however, that all published material is not equal in quality. According to document 5, Cicerco, an
upper-class Roman political leader, addresses how technology was used by craftsmen and others with similar
occupations but not by the enlightened. These include a serving attitude where the leader sees his[1] primary
responsibility to those whom he leads as to serve and develop them to fulfill their God-given mandate.
According to documents 3 and 4 they both demonstrate the views of a philosopher and a government official
on how people view technology as a gift from enlightened leadership. The process is characterized by
declining trade barriers, increasing cost and profit driven collaborations, shrinking distances due to
advancements in communication technologies and so forth. The powerful, spoilt, wealthy Roman Emperors
inevitably became corrupt and many lived a debauched, deluded and immoral lifestyle. A combination of these
causes sparked the slow decline of these once great empires.. This problem is especially troublesome in the IS
field where descriptions and discussions of new technology often appears in non-refereed work or in
questionable sources. Siniloan, Laguna Cell. The Roman documents portrayed the Romans weak reliance on
technology, however they do emphasize a beauty to the aesthetic side of technology. For example, in
document 6 a Greek-born Roman citizen and high official named Plutarch describes the advancements of
political leader Gaius Gracchus in technology. In fact, the Han and Roman empires had diverse attitudes for
technology but they both were very influential in their advancements and developments. This influenced each
empire to have a different attitude towards these advancements due to their diverse cultural believes and social
class distinctions. According to the documents the Han viewed technology as an essential factor to their labors
since it helped by supporting the people with different tools and advancements that were invented by the
enlightened people. The Han dynasties attitude toward technology was that they thought it was very benefical,
and they admired it. While the Romans thought of technology as a necessary factor but not as important as the
Han did due to their class-divided society which determined who had a bigger appreciation for these
developments and also believed that technology not only had to be practical but aesthetical. Massive
consumption of alcohol. The roads not only were artistic but gave imperial benefits by helping link regions to
Rome. For example, in document1 a Han government official explains how the government authority develops
the needs to regulate the production of technology. The Roman Empire had aesthetic views toward technology
since they believed it was not just about the function of their developments but the form and therefore they
thought their technology had to be artistic as well. Likewise in document 2, Huan Guan, a government official,
illustrates how the government should provide substandard tools for the workers and therefore states how
technology is essential. According to document 8, a Roman general and a water commissioner for the city of
Rome named Frontinus, illustrates the idea of the aesthetic nature of Roman technology. The reason this was
because they though it to be very helpful in agriculture and construction purposes. The leader serves by
putting on a redeeming attitude, like Moses and Joshua. Document 3 gives the perspective of a Han
philosopher in about 20 C. Related documents. The Chinese tend to abide by the polite principle of
depreciating oneself and respecting others to show appropriate respects towards the persons being addressed,
otherwise, the addresser may be considered as ill mannered, ill educated or rude. Brothels and forced
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prostitution flourished. While for the Han an additional document emphasizing the perspective of a worker or
craftsmen might help support the attitude that technology is essential for their labor since it helps decrease
their amount of work. He analyzes the unique features of the Roman aqueducts and describes how technology
is beneficial as well as aesthetic. But in English speaking countries, people have a tendency to follow the
reciprocal or symmetrical addressing. For instance, Roman political leader Cicero thought that technology was
necessary and important but not for the upper classmen, it was more for the lower classmen. The Roman and
the Han had diverse attitudes towards technology being essential, since the Romans had social stratification
they viewed technology differently because the level of appreciation of technology varied from the upper class
and the lower class. The emperor had power over life and death. In order to thoroughly understand the Roman
attitudes toward technology being essential it would be resourceful to have an additional document with the
opinion of a lower classmen from Rome addressing the same issues that Cicerco and Seneca explained.


